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The statistics of quasi-particles, the elementary excitations of the spin and electronic system of a crystal, are investigated.

l. Some recent papers

1- 3

have asserted, contrary
to the general opinion, that spin-waves behave like
fermions rather than like bosons. Doubt was also
thrown upon the idea that the elementary polar excitations (pairs and holes ) in the electronic systern of a crystal could behave like bosons. 4 It seems
therefore worth while to study once again the statistical properties of spin-waves and polar excitations.
In the present paper we point out some defects in
the usual treatment of spin and polar excitations in
crystals. In particular, these defects give rise to
the appearance of fictitious states. 2 •5• 6 We show
that when these defects are removed the spin-waves
behave like bosons, and we find the conditions under
which polar excitations behave like bosons. We
also formulate in this paper a method of second
quantization for systems of a finite number of particles described by symmetric wave-functions.
2. The Schrodinger equation with an exchange
interaction has the following well-known form:
EC1.

(fi•···· fr)

+ L.Jst[C1. u;, ... , f~)- C1. (fl, ... ,
_6 ... ~.~

vertex f. Bloch 7 proceeded from Eq. (1) to a
second-quantized formalism with the Hamiltonian

According to Eq. (3), the operators (2) obey the
Bose commutation rules
0tt' , ~Nr

-yj ?F --- ?!"ft =

-- ~r~T = 0rt·.
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The operators (2) have the unsatisfactory feature
that, according to Eq. (5), they do not place any
limit on the occupation numbers of left and right
spins at each vertex. Thus they do not obey the
Pauli principle. Therefore, instead of Eq. (4),
we shall give another representation• for the oper±
±
ators b.f and Of :
,.- . N
)
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for N f = I

o+ 1 N
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{a ( ... Nt, 1/ ... )' for n1 = 0
fa\ ... f• nf ... =
0
for nj=l
Here ( f 1, ... , fr) are the numbers of the vertices
at which r reversed spins are situated. (f!, ... , f~)
By using Eq. (6) instead of (3), we ensure the fulfilis a set of numbers differing from (f1, ••• , fr) by
ment of the Pauli principle, and yet the deduction of
the exchange of two oppositely oriented spins, and
Eq. (4) from (1) is still valid. Equations (2) and (6)
J st is the exchange integral for the vertices beimply, instead of Eq. (5), the following commutation
tween which the exchange has occurred. We introrules
duce the operators
[:pjcpf)+ = I~Nfl+ =I'
l?t?rL = I~NrL = o
(f =F f'),
(7)
(2)

(3)

of a( ... N 1 , n 1.. • ) =a ( ... N,, n1 ±

I, ..;].

Here Nf is the number of reversed (or right)
spins, and nf is the number of left spins, at the

,r,+ +

+ +

?rL = l~t4rL = f't't rfir L = 0.
The commutation rules for cpf and 1/Jf are therefore different both from the Fermi and the Bose
rules. For brevity we call the relations (7) the
"plus-minus quantization."
In the homopolar approximation
1~'/f'rL = [?J

N1

+ nf =I

(8)

we need not write the occupation number nf in the
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wave-function, because it is uniquely determined by
the occupation number Nf. Thus instead of the four
operators cpf,
l/Jf and
we may introduce
two operators Cf and
acting only on the numbers Nf. The connection between the old and new
operators is given by

cpt,

~cp+a(

.t 1

lflt,

ct,

n,. ·· - I 0

(1 7)
ekel;;-e?;;ek=-

·'·ta (. . .N ''

) _ {a( ... of, 1, ... ) for Nr = 1, n1 =

· n,...
· ·-

0

.
oth erw1se

o
(10)

Consequently, if we introduce a creation operator
Cf and an annihilation operator
for a right
spin at the vertex f, we find

ct

+

ef

,,,+ .
= CJl/'1'/

(11)

Equation (11), with (2), (6), (7), and (8), implies the
following commutation rules*

=J= f')'

(f

The Hamiltonian (4) may be expressed in terms of
the new operators:

:Jt =

s

""
L.;
.p

t

J,t (e,+ e,- e,+ et- N,Nt)-

(13)

This gives for the linear chain in the nearestneighbor approximation

:1-t= J

Ls t-s±d
L (e; e,- c; Ct- N,Nt),

(14)

which is identical with the Hamiltonian of Frank. 1
But we differ from Frank in requiring the operators (11) to satisfy not the Fermi commutation
rules but the rules (12) of the plus-minus quantization.
To diagonalize (14), we neglect terms of fourth
order in the operators 1 Cf, which means that we
are neglecting the interaction between spin-waves.
We use the Fourier transform
e1 = N-'f,

ct =

2J eikfek,

N-'1• ~ e-ikfei;.
k

k

k

[ekek']_

=

[etet]_

(15)

(16)

Here E ( k) is the usual energy of a spin-wave
with quasi-momentum k, and nk = c~ck is the
corresponding_ occupation number.

(for k=j=k'); (18)

= 0.

(19)

The commutation rules (19) have strictly Bose
character, while Eqs. (17) and (18) do not. However, so long as r/N « 1 (a weakly excited system), Eqs. (17) and (18) approach arbitrarily close
to the ordinary Bose relations. In the limit we
obtain
[ekc.tL = okk', [ekek·L = rete~;,L =

o.

(20)

Thus we reach the conclusion that the spin-wave
operators obey approximately the ordinary Bose
relations, the conditions for these relations to hold
being that the number of spin-excitations be small.
This condition is satisfied in the region of low ternperatures, well below the Curie point.
In spite of the formal similarity of some of our
equations to the equations used by Frank1 and
Meyer, 2 our argument differs from theirs in the
following respects. Frank introduces the spin-wave
creation and annihilation operators Cf and
considering them from the beginning as Fermi operators, in view of the fact that Nf can only take
the values 0 and 1. He naturally obtains Fermi
commutation rules also for the Fourier transformed
operators ck, c~, and deduces from this that spinwaves obey Fermi statistics. Our argument shows
that the condition Nf = 0, 1 implies that only one
(namely the first of the relations (12)) of the commutation rules is of Fermi character. The rest of
the commutation rules are of Bose type, as is seen
from Eqs. (17) to (19). Also the result of applying
these operators twice can be found from Eq. (15):

ct,

ekek

= -{,- 2J e-i'kfe1e1 + ~-

2J e-ik U+f'l [e1erL·

(21)

f !'

f

Then Eq. (14) gives

:Jt= 2J E (k) nk.

~-2Jei(k'-klfN 1
f

otherwise

(9)
CJlt'r

To study the statistics of the quasi-particles,
we consider the commutation rules for ck, c~.
Equations (12) and (15) imply

)- Ja( ... 11, 01... ) for N 1 =0, n1 = I

N
· · · f•
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The first sum on the right side of Eq. (21) vanishes by Eqs. (11) and (9). The second sum would
vanish if the last of the relations (12) had Fermi
character. But we have seen that this relation has
Bose character, and therefore
ekek

=

-1- 2J e-ik(f-1-f'le er.
1

jcj'

(22)

This expression is in general different from zero,*
*Equation (122 ) was also used by Meyer, 2 who wrote Pv for
Cf• and q, for cj. Instead of Eq. (12,) Meyer used [p,q,]_
= u, = 2p,q,-1. But it is easy to verify that [p,q,]+ = 1,
which implies Eq.. (121).

*However, (ck)N+m = 0 for m > 0, since it is impossible in
the homopolar approximation to have more than N spins in the
same direction.
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and therefore it is possible for more than one spinwave to exist in the state with quasi-momentum k,
as must be the case if they obey Bose statistics.
This example illustrates the importance of the departure of part of the relations (12) from the Fermi
type. Fermi commutation rules fail to hold for the
majority of the relations (12), because the sign functions of Wigner are absent in the operators (2) and
(6). The reason for this is that the antisymmetric
character of the wave function of a many-electron
system was already taken into account in deriving
the Schrodinger equation (1). The exchange of left
and right spins represented in Eq. (1) is not accompanied by a change in sign of the wave function.
Frank introduced the Wigner sign functions into
the fermion operators bfu which he used to construct a Hamiltonian in the Heitler-London model.
This procedure would not change anything in our
work, since the operators occur in the Hamiltonian
in such a way that the sign functions cancel each
other out. One can see this, for example, by looking at the expression ( A6) for the Hamiltonian of
the exchange interaction in reference 3. The same
remark applies to the work of Meyer, 2 whose Hamiltonian (12) reduces to Frank's Hamiltonian when
the external magnetic field is set equal to zero.
Frank attempted to deduce the Fermi statistics
from a direct solution of the Schrodinger equation.
We have criticized this work in a paper with Ishmukhametov. 8 Here we only remark that it is unsafe
to argue about the statistics of spin-waves on the
basis of supplementary conditions in which functions of the type ann, which ought to vanish by
virtue of the Pauli principle, are set equal to nonvanishing quantities. In this connection we may
observe that the functions u 2 ( Ri, Ri ) , which correspond to the ann• do vanish in the work of Van
Kranendonk. 5
3. We deduced the Bose statistics for spinwaves from two arguments. First, we showed that
more than one spin-wave can exist in a state with
a given wave-vector k. Second, we showed that
when r/N « 1 the relations (17) to (19) coincide
approximately with the usual Bose commutation
rules. When we pass from the approximate relations (20) to the exact Bose commutation rules
(23)
the occupation number nk becomes unbounded
above, although the actual number of spin waves 9
cannot exceed N/2. But in the low-temperature
region, in which only states with a number of spinwaves small compared to N are measurably excited, the occupation numbers nk > N/2 have no
practical effect in calculations of thermodynamic

quantities. The contributions from large nk decrease exponentially. One can verify this by calculating. the partition function Z, taking account
of the boundedness of the occupation numbers* nf,
as was done in the paper of Tolmachev and Tiablikov . 10 If one uses the operators Cf defined above,
one does not need any projection operator P to
project the wave function onto the subspace of occupation numbers zero and one. The limitation of
the occupation numbers is already included in the
definition of the operators Cf. In the zero-order
approximation the partition function becomes

L

Z 0 == ~

S( ... nh···l···nt··-)(a

{nk}{nf,nt'}

ll

a

'

... foo• ·•· 11 f ...

)

(24)
X S*( ... nk ...

J ...

n; ... )exp{·--~E(k)nk/xT},

Here T' is the temperature, K is Boltzmann's
constant,
a ... n( .. --

n (c
I

(25)

I )nta u

are a system of orthonormal functions in the space
of occupation numbers nf = 0 or 1, a 0 is the vacuum state, and
S( ... n1 ... j ..• nk· .. )
1

=rr··rf 2

(flnk!)-'f,] llnk! exp {- ik(fh,
k

(26)

+ ... )},

-Y'fh k

where ol' fh is a permutation of all the right vertices fh.
Equations (24) to (26) imply the result (15) of
reference 10. This means that at low temperatures,
for which exp (- E ( k )/ KT) « 1, the Bloch theory
is valid. Compare also the paper of Dyson, 11 where
the kinematical interaction, the boundedness of nf,
also produces an exponentially small effect.
So we see that in the low-temperature region it
is actually possible to proceed from the approximate
Bose relations (20) to the ordinary Bose commutation rules (23).
On the other hand it appears that the requirement that the ordinary Bose commutation rules be
strictly valid is not consistent for a system of a
finite number of particles, even when the system
can be described by a wave-function which is symmetrical with respect to the interchange of particles.
The fact is that Eq. (23) can only be satisfied by operators which are represented by infinite matrices.
Thus the occupation numbers for particles or quasiparticles in the various states must be unbounded.
*The occupation number of right spins, which was denoted
by N f in Sec. 2, is denoted by nr in Sec. 3. This is to bring
the notations into agreement with those of reference 10.
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Nevertheless, for a system to obey Bose statistics
it is not necessary that the number of particles be
unbounded.*
It seems helpful, when second quantizing a system with a finite number N1 of particles obeying
Bose statistics, to use finite-dimensional operators,
which satisfy commutation rules different from (23),
but keep the occupation numbers bounded. Repeating
the usual derivation of the expression for the Hamiltonian of a system which obeys Bose statistics, 15

:Yt = ..:::..
~ nps(P) -,' -21
p

'"' b+b+
2.J
p, r, ( P1, Pz i'Gl Pa, P4 ) bp, br,,

P1. P2. Ps, P•

(27)

one can verify that the same expression remains
valid when one uses the operators
(28)

Here f3p and
~pa( ... nv···>

f3t

= [1-o(nr-N 1 )]a( ... ,nr + !, ... ), (29)

~Ta( ... np···> = [1-o(np)]a( ... , nr-1, ... )

(30)

and can be represented by ( N1 + 1)- dimensional
matrices of the form
010 ... 0
001...0

00 ... 000,

IO ... OJO
I

~+-

(31)

!

o"o: .."1oo,

l

000 ... 1
000 ... 0

00 ... 010
j

Equations (28) to (31) imply the following relations
between the operators bp and ~:
btbr = n~,
[bpbtL

=

brbt '= (nr

1- (nr

[bpb~t;]_ =~ 0

by using Eq. (33). In the representation in which
np is diagonal, the matrix element of bp can
differ from zero only when
n~-n~=-[1-(n~+1)o(n~--N 1 )],

+ 1) [ 1- o (nr- N

1 )] ,

+ 1) o (nr- NI),

(for p =1= p'),

(32)
(33 1)

n~ = {

n'p

(34)

for
for

n'p

<N

1

(36)

n~=N 1 '

+ 1- (np + 1) o(np- I)== i,

(37)

Together with Eq. (33 2) and (33 3), this gives the
plus-minus quantization rules (12), so that the
latter may be considered to be a special case of
the quantization of a system with bounded occupation numbers. If the index f had referred to a
cell in phase-space instead of to a vertex of a lattice, the boundedness of the occupation numbers
nf would have led in general to intermediate statistics . 13 But in the case considered in section (2),
after transforming to momentum-space, the occupation numbers nk were bounded only by the total
number of spin-waves which could exist in the given
system. This justifies the use of Bose statistics at
low temperatures.
4. We now consider the problem of polar excitations. The Hamiltonian for a many-electron system with polar states may be written in the following
form, in the notation of second quantization: 16 • 17

:Yt =

npbp- bpnp = - [1- (np +I) o(np -lv\)] bp,

+1
0

Thus np can actually never exceed N1.
We now apply the above arguments in the limiting cases (np)max = oo and (np)max = 1. In the
first case Eq. (33) reduce to the usual Bose relations, since for any value of np the o-function
on the right of Eq. (33 1) vanishes when ( np )max
= oo. In the second case ~e may use Eq. (32) to
transform (33 1) into

(33 2)

The commutation rules arising from the second
quantization of a Bose system of a fixed finite number of particles thus differ from the usual commutation rules by the extra term ( np + 1 ) o (np - N1 )
on the right side of Eq. (33 1). This term makes it
impossible for any occupation number to exceed
the value ( np )max= N1 . To prove this, one can
calculate the matrix element of the expression

(35)

which implies

[bpbtl+ = 2np

are defined by
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+ 21

L: g (f ,. f') aj;,af'cr

"' F (fl, f2,. f1,
' f2)
' aftcrPJ,cr,a
+ + ;o,a(cr,
L.J
1

(38)

Here all the indices are to be summed. The a are
spin indices. The ata and afa are Fermi operators which operate on the occupation numbers nfa
of states ( f, a) whose wave-functions Of form
an orthonormal system. The g (f, f') and F Uto f 2 ;
fl., f2) are matrix elements:

g (f, f') = ~Of (r) [ - 2~ V2 +

.L: Ur (r)]

(jj'

(r) dr, (39)

!"

*Sommerfeld 12 showed that one can use, instead of the
usual Bose-Einstein distribution function, the distribution function of Gentile, 13 putting (np)max = N,. However, in the approximation in which we use the Stirling formula, the improvement
so obtained is inconsequential. 14

=

r~ <I> (r' r') of, (r) (J /

(40)

(r) of, (r')
1

f)/ (r') dr dr'
2
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Here Uf ( r) is the potential energy of an electron
in the field of the atomic core at vertex f, while
ci> ( r, r') is the potential energy of the Coulomb
repulsion between two electrons. Keeping in Eq.
(38) those matrix elements which contain not more
than two distinct functions ef in the integrand, and
using the Fermi commutation rules
[ajaata•]+

=

+=

Oja,j'a'• [ajaaf'a•]

[afoafa']+

= 0, (41)

we derive from Eq. (38)
%

= ~g(f,
I

+{ ~

1

f)nt+ 2 A ~n1 (n1 -1)
f

Brrfltflf' -

{

j~t

f'

Ltf'

Jff' }; flJaflJ'a

(42)

Nf'

/1-f'

+~

~

~ a"/aara + { ~

+ 21""
Li Jff'
/'=l=f'

Jff,

/~if

~
a 1,

a,

afa,a"/a,ara,apa,

~ aja,aj•a,aja,Uj•a,•
++
Li
a 1 <foaz

Here
(43)

is the interaction energy between two electrons in
the same state ef (the self-energy of a pair).
Brr =F(f, f';

f,

f') = ~ <I>(r, r') fJj(r)~j.(r')drdr' (44)

is the energy of Coulomb repulsion of two electrons,
one in the state ef and the other in the state ef' .
Ltr=g(f.f')- ~(nr,-'Off.)F(fl,f; ft,f') (45)
j,

is a displacement integral, and
J1r = F (f, f'; f', f)=
(46)

~<I> (r, r') ~~ (r) (Jf' (r) 6r (r') fJ1 (r') dr dr'
is an exchange integral. In addition we have used
the notation nf =

6

nfu.

(J"

by the term

6

Lff'

6

aluaf' u which contains a

double product of operators aluaf' u and describes
one-electron transitions. The effect of such transitions upon an electron with left spin will be one
of the following: exchange of places between a hole
and a left spin, creation of a hole in place of a left
spin, creation of a pair in place of a right spin,
creation of two single spins in place of a pair and
a hole, and finally exchange of places between a
pair and a right spin. Analogous processes exist
for the transitions of an electron with right spin.
We now make a Fourier transformation of the operators afu and
according to Eq. (15). The
resulting operators aku and a~u obey Fermi
commutation rules of the type of Eq. (41). This
shows that the quasi-particles in case (a) obey
Fermi statistics.
In case (b) the nondiagonal terms are dominated·
by the last two sums in Eq. (42), which contain a
product of four operators afu and describe twoelectron transitions. Of these sums 1 the sixth
term in Eq. (42) represents an exchange between
a pair and a hole, while the last term represents
an exchange between a left and a right spin. In
this case we are neglecting the processes of creation and annihilation of pairs in one-electron transitions. It is therefore convenient to introduce operators acting upon the occupation numbers of pairs,
holes and simple right and left spins. We change
slightly the notations used in reference 16 in order
to be consistent with Eq. (6). The new operators
cl>f, 'llf, <pf and 1/Jf are defined as follows:

atu

f)=~ <I> (r, r') aj(r) ~/(r') drdr'

A= F (f, f; f,

change integrals Jff'. But in the terms containing
Lff' the functions do not compensate. It is convenient to consider two limiting cases: (a) I L I »
I J I and (b) I L I « I J 1. Here L and J are the
values of Lff' and Jff' for nearest neighbors.
In case (a) the nondiagonal terms are dominated

.

We now define a set of Fermi operators 15

<I> 1a( ... Pt, Q,, Rt. St.·.)

(49)

(47)

where Vfu are the sign functions of Wigner, and
the operators <l'fu and
act according to the
rules

alu

Xtaa ( · • • flto • · · ) =

·

+

X faa

{a (... ,

+ 1, ... )

flJo

0

_ f
0
·l
a ( ... , flJa

( ... 11ja • •. ) -

-

.

for llfa = 0 ·
(481}
for n1a = 1
for

1, ... ) for

flJa =

0

=

1.

flJa

(482)

It is easy to verify that the sign functions compensate each other in the diagonal terms and in those
of the nondiagonal terms (42) which contain the ex-

=o(P1)a( ... P1 + 1, Q1, R1 , S 1 .

'lit,

(50)
.. ).

lflt,

Analogously we define 'llf,
1/Jf,
<{Jf and
<pt. Here Pf, Qf, Rf and Sf take the following
values:
Pt Qt Rt st
1 (I 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0
0
0 (I 0

if
if
if
if

the
the
the
the

vertex
vertex
vertex
vertex

f
f
f
f

is
is
is
is

a
a
a
a

pair,
(51)
hole,
right-spin,
left-spin.
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The same argument which led to Eq. (7) now shows
that the operators 'l'f, <l>f, C{Jf and l{!f satisfy the
following relations:

Lifshitz 4 at the Kiev conference on semiconductors
in 1956, concerning the statistics of pairs and holes.*

[<PlDtJ+ = ['I:'/P'tl+ = [q;JrptJ+= [<f!o/tl+ =

1 D. Frank, Z. Physik 146, 615 (1956).
2 K. Meyer, z. Naturforsch. lla, 865, (1956).
31. Mannari, Prog. Theor. Phys. 19, 201 (1958).
4M. F. Deigen, I. M. Dykman and K. B. Tolpygo,
J. Tekh. Fiz. 27, 1628 (1957), Sov. Phys. (JTP), 2,
1513 (1957).
5 J. Van Kranendonk, Physica, 21, 749 (1955).
6 w. Marshall, Proc. Roy. Soc. A232,· 69 (1955).
- 1 F. Bloch, z. Physik 74, 295 (1932).
8 M. S. Svirskii, and B. Kh. Ishmukhametov,
«<»H3HKa MeTaJIJIOB " MeTaJIJioBe)J;euHe ( Physics of
Metals apd Metal Research) 5, 548 (1957).
9 H. A. Bethe and A. Sommerfeld, Elektronentheorie der Metallen (Russ. Transl.) Moscow,
1938, p. 289 [Handb. Physik, B 24/2, 2 Aufl. Berlin,
1933).
10y_ v. Tolmachev and S. V. Tiablikov, Dokl.
Akad. Nauk, SSSR. 108, 1029 (1956).
11F. J. Dyson, Phys. Rev. 102, 1217 and 1230
(1956).
12 A. Sommerfeld, Ber. Deutsch. Chern. Ges. 75,
1988 (1942).
13G. Gentile, Nuovo cimento 17, 493 (1940).
14 G. Schubert, Z. Naturforsch. 1, 113 (1946).
15 v. A. Fok, Z. Physik 75, 622 and 76, 852
(1932). P. Gomba.s, The Many-body Problem in
Quantum Mechanics, Moscow, 1958; [Birkhauser,
Basel, 1950.]
16 s. v. Vonsovskii, Usp. Fiz. Nauk, 48, 329 (1952).
17 N. N. Bogoliubov, JleKu;ii 3 KBauTouoi cTaTucTuKu
(Lectures on Quantum Statistics) Kiev, 1949.

1,
[<Pr<PtJ- = ['Yr'YtJ- = [:PJrrtJ- = [o/Jo/tl- ··~ 0 (for
.

.

f =I= f'),
~~

[<D1<PrJ- = ['Yt'Yrl- = lrrtrrrl- = lo/Jo/rl- = O,
rwt<PiJ- = t'Yt'I'·tJ_ = rrrtrrtl- = ro/Ntl- = o.

We thus find a plus-minus quantization similar to
Eq. (7). For the reasons discussed in Sec. 2, the
quasi-particles in momentum-space now obey Bose
statistics.
The choice between the limiting cases (a) and (b)
depends on the ratio between the positive and negative terms in the displacement integral Lff'. If
these terms are approximately equal then I Lff' I «
I Jff' 1. But if terms of one sign predominate in Lff',
then I Lff' I » I Jff' I, for Jff' contains one overlap
factor more than Lff'. The latter state of affairs
will exist, for example, among the terms g (f, f'),
which are proportional to the effective charge of
the atomic core and are negative at least for Sstates.
5. We have reached the conclusion that the quasiparticles arising in a many-electron system in a
crystal obey Fermi statistics when one-electron
transitions are predominant, and. obey Bose statistics when two-electron transitions are predominant
in the dynamics of the system.* The well-known
connection between spin and statistics, according
to which particles with half-integer spin obey Fermi
statistics and particles with integer spin Bose statistics, is thus preserved. In a single-electron transition in a crystal a half-integer spin moves, while
Translated by F. J. Dyson
in a two-electron transition an integer spin moves.
306
Our results here confirm the statement of I. M.
*The term "transition" is to be understood to refer to the
particular model chosen.

*We take the opportunity to thank I. M. Lifshitz for calling
this problem to our attention.

